
THESIS STATEMENT FOR PRO SCHOOL UNIFORMS

Since this debate evokes passionate arguments from both sides, here are some of the pros and cons of wearing school
uniform that can help you finally decide if .

This can also bring out the positive impact of school dress code. We can never compromise on that. Tips on
body writing Keep one argument for one paragraph each. School uniforms can help to quickly identify
intruders. Another interesting issue with school uniforms is that some teachers believe that by allowing
students to dress the way they want "gives teachers insights into what's happening with individual students.
The uniform automatically ignites a higher sense of school pride. The body contains well-structured
paragraphs that present reasons and evidence for the authors claim. School uniform acts as a band-aid to more
significant issues. School uniforms can "eliminate the baggy gang-inspired look that makes it easy for students
to smuggle in weapons, drugs and other banned items. Greenhaven Press,  Brunsma and Kerry Ann
Rockquemore. Body 3 School uniforms promote corruption between suppliers and school administrators. One
argument is that school uniforms are cheaper than "regular" clothes. Uniform is required because it bring out
promotion for school safety. The more prominent issues should get addressed on a higher platform rather than
laying the entire burden on uniforms. This particularly becomes an issue when there are several children from
the same family are in school. Here is a possible outline for the CON paper about school uniforms: I. There is
a feeling of belonging. School uniforms and dress codes may allow a more friendly environment with peer
cooperation. There is quite a bit of concern over gangs. This is a perfectly normal part of the process; word
your ideas in a comprehensible and logical way, provide sufficient evidence and proofs of authority, back it up
by statistics and trends, and make a conclusion that gives readers a clear idea about your opinion. What is
fascinating about the few studies is that both sides of this issue will use the same studies to prove their
arguments OR they will dispute the accuracy of each other's research studies. Not all students are privileged
and come from wealthy families. We list a combination of older information and some newer materials.
Should there be restrictions on the type of vehicle that the student, who has a driver's license, can drive to
school? What uniforms actually do, is take away one of the primary means for children to find themselves,
thereby encouraging acting out. Brunsma gives information on why he thinks schools adopt school uniform
policies. The act of bullying occurs as students tease those of different cultures from them.


